ACTING 101
COURSE DESCRIPTION:
The Seven Keys

ACTING 101
COURSE DESCRIPTION:
The Seven Keys

1. Movement: The first part of the class will be focused on warming up
the body and voice as well as exercises that free up the actor’s impulses
and emotions.
This may include:
-

Yoga
Stretching and Flexibility
Pilates
Animal Work
Vocal Resonators
Chakra Vocal Work
Articulation
Improvisation
Concentration exercises
Memorization exercises
Storytelling
Substitution

2. Analysis: The analysis of text, story, and character will be the next
focus, including:
- How to read and analyze an entire script (play and screenplay)
- Writer’s style
- Time period and issues
- Beats and Verbs
- Rhythm of text (Comedy/Drama)
- Interesting choices with text
- World of story
- Character back story
- How other characters see you/How writer sees you/How audience
sees you.
3. Improvisation: Actors gain an experiential understanding of improvisational acting and develop a strong improvisational perspective essential to scripted work. Through theater games and by improvising scenes, actors develop tools to make them more
trusting of their own impulses and more generous with their fellow actors. They learn to always go for active choices to play at
the top of their intelligence and at the service of the scene. Actors also experience that the best comedy comes out of listening
and responding honestly, not “going for jokes”.
Improvisation training: Training students in the art of improvisation will help free them to trust their instincts, make quick
decisions in theatrical situations, and to help them prepare for work with scripted material/auditions.
Readings: Improv: Improvisation and the Theatre by Keith Johnstone; Truth in Comedy: The Manual of Improvisation
by Charna Halpern, Del Close, and Kim Johnson
4. Scene Study: The last and largest portion of the class will be dedicated to performance and getting into the bodies and minds
of the characters. Students will have the opportunity to perform their scenes at least twice. The second performance will be
with the actors receiving the teacher’s notes.

5. On Camera Acting: This is a course that covers the beginning elements of film acting; it will address set terminology,
film acting technique, and the physical demands of film acting. This module is designed to build on the previous module
of study, encompassing script analysis and relaxation techniques.
Learning outcome: To teach the student the language of
film acting; the technical elements of film acting married
with a natural acting style.
Every student will be involved in the filming process when
they are not acting. This includes taking turns at being the
camera operator, camera assistant, continuity/script supervisor, marks, etc. Everyone’s contribution is instrumental in
the success of this class.
7. THE PERFORMANCE PROJECT - 4 WEEKS 80 HOURS
Learning outcome: To prepare the acting student for the professional world of acting. Give the student a strong sense of
what they are capable of. To teach the student to understand
the story, and how to serve the story as an actor. To teach
the student how to rehearse, To give the student an understanding of why blocking is done. To enlighten the student
of the power of PERFORMANCE. To teach an understanding
of what is a commitment to text, what is the commitment to
action? To bring truth and life to the stage. To understand
stage direction and craft.

6. Audition: Too many students come out of acting school
with performing skills under their belt but no knowledge of
how to best prepare and sell themselves for the actual industry of acting in TV and film, and no clue what to do when they
step on set. With new actors being a dime-a-dozen, a good
headshot and the confidence in knowing what you’re doing
(and coming off like an old pro!) could be the deal- breaker
between you and the next guy.
The objective of AUDITION: is to show you how to break into
the industry from the moment you leave acting school. You
will be guided through: What makes a good headshot and
resume? How do you find an agent who’s right for YOU?
Where/how do you build your resume? What is audition protocol from the waiting room to the exit? How do you prepare
with mock auditions and self-taping?
Most importantly, the focus will be on various forms of TV
and movies, and how to effectively prepare and audition for
these roles given the parameters you’ll face (i.e. one night to
learn the sides, limited props, limited preparation time with
your reader, blocking, improv, etc.). Students will hone these
skills and learn some industry insider tricks of the trade. We
will also introduce students to commercial auditions, including the structure and purpose of commercials and the actor’s
attitude towards them, how commercial auditions are held,
storyboards, audio & video scripts, improv, and special requirements such as wardrobe and auditions.
Attending the audition: We will make an in-depth examination of the entire casting process, including how casting is set
up, the casting director ’s job upon being hired for a project,
how actors are selected to audition and their responsibility in
preparation, and the actual attendance of the audition and
expected conduct. Demo reels, their preparation, and their
purpose will also be discussed. Scenes will be filmed and reviewed by teacher and students in order to teach solid techniques to prepare students for auditioning in the professional
world.

ADVANCED
ESTHETICS

ADVANCED ESTHETICS
47 Weeks/987 Hours

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Our Advanced Esthetics program offers instruction in laser rejuvenation for the face, laser hair removal and treatment; microdermabrasion resurfacing and chemical peels for removing pigment, wrinkles, blackheads, and uneven texture; ultrasound for
pigment and broken capillaries; oxygen facials; electrotherapy body treatments; light therapies; and nonsurgical beauty procedures like Botox and Restylane, leaders in their segments. The program is designed for those who want to expand their research
and knowledge in the skin care industry. This will open doors for professional estheticians as they learn new techniques that
allow them to grow within the industry. This comprehensive program allows the student to learn on the most current equipment
used in skin care and medical spa clinics. Students are given the chance to perform clinical treatments on real clients and watch
their progress over the duration of the program.

Anatomy and Physiology

Analysis and Consultation

20 HOURS

20 HOURS

This section is a review of all the layers of the skin and what the
purpose of each is, as well as the importance of collagen, elastin,
and the dermal papillae. We dig a little deeper into how these
layers are affected by professional ingredients and how we can
stimulate or heal these different areas of the skin using different
modalities.

We will explore the many different styles of client consultation in
this section, find out what style works best for different clinical environments, and learn why this first step of treatment is one of the
most important. You will learn about all of the skin classifications
and the importance of each. You will also learn how to use skin
scales created by doctors to aid in your skin analysis procedures.

Bacteriology
20 HOURS

Having an understanding of bacteriology is extremely important as a professional when dealing
in advanced skin care techniques. When our acid
mantle is compromised it can be a contraindication to many skin care treatments. You will learn
how to identify this type of skin and suggest appropriate treatment before and after certain modalities are performed.

Skin Conditions
40 HOURS

Being able to identify various skin conditions based
on their characteristics is very important when giving a thorough skin analysis. You will become very
confident with identifying various skin types and
extremely comfortable suggesting skin care treatments best suited to your clients’ needs.

Pigmentation Disorders
40 HOURS

Pigmentation damage is a widely seen condition in
most skin types. You will learn how to classify different types of pigmentation and then treat it using specific products and equipment. You will have a deeper
understanding of how melanocytes work and the relationship they have with resurfacing treatments and
products.

Aging and Photo Aging
40 HOURS

Everyone wants to turn back the clock and in this
section you will understand the difference between
chronological aging and biological aging, and how to
reverse it. Students will understand age categories,
the role genetics plays, free radical theory, cross linking theory, and the mitochondria decline theory.

Acne and Rosacea

Cellulite Removal

Chemical Peels

40 HOURS

40 HOURS

42 HOURS

Acne and rosacea are very common condi-

This section will introduce you to the wonderful world of cellulite removal. There
are many products and treatments out
there, but if used incorrectly, your clients’
time and money will be wasted. You will
learn the importance of a series of six
treatments and product protocol.

There are so many variations of the chemical peel. You will be familiar with all of
them by the end of this section. Resurfacing the skin using peels is very popular and
effective in reducing a variety of unwanted
skin conditions. Chemical peels can remove sun damage, wrinkles, uneven skin,
rough skin, blackheads, and pustules.

tions and are often mistreated or ignored.
In this section you will learn about all of
the characteristics that define these conditions and how to treat them without
making them worse. The delicate balance
between acne and rosacea against invasive treatments and aggressive products is
extremely important and needs to be fully
understood.

Microdermabrasion
50 HOURS

There are two main types of microderm- abrasion. Diamond head dermabrasion, and micronized corundum
dermabra- sion. The final result is the same but the
techniques are very different. You will be confident with
both techniques after this section.

Light and
Laser Therapies
40 HOURS

With the remarkable advances in laser technology, unwanted hair can be removed safely and affordably. Light
therapy and ultrasound will be explored for treating
pigmentation, wrinkles, sagging skin, acne scars and
couperose. Photofacials utilize intense pulsed light energy to improve sun damage, large pores, red complexions, and fine lines. The overall affect is a clearer, more
youthful complexion.

Injectables

Plastic Surgery

40 HOURS

40 HOURS

Students will work alongside a doctor to learn how
Botox is administered and how it works. Botox stops
muscles from contracting, preventing the expressions
that cause wrinkles. It is safe and one of the most
popular anti-aging treatments in the industry today.

Learning about the different surgical procedures is
important when dealing with clients. Proper pre- and
post-operative care must be taken. You will learn
about blepharoplasty, liposuction, endermology, and
much more.

AVANT GARDE		

Makeup Design

AVANT GARDE
Makeup Design
13 Weeks/260 Hours

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

This Program is designed to give students a solid understanding of what editorial and high fashion makeup for print
and runway is. Students will be given the chance to challenge their creativity and practical problem-solving abilities.
They are taught to be prepared for the realities of the makeup artist profession, giving them the knowledge of how
their role affects and is affected by fashion models, designers, photographers, and other professionals they will encounter in this industry.

Conceptual Drawing
20 HOURS

History Influenced
Avant Garde

Students explore the basics of drawing and sketching.
They learn to understand the importance of conceptual
design, how to accurately draw in realistic proportions,
and to sharpen observation and spatial skills.

20 HOURS

Advanced Hair Design

Avant Garde for Runway
and Print

60 HOURS

Students will learn how to construct creative and elaborate updos, intense high fashion styles, hair sewing,
extension placement, hair matching, and dyeing.

Students research historical and iconic makeup looks
and discover how to stylize era makeup with high-fashion impact. This module is designed for the fashion editorial industry.

60 HOURS

Students will study 20th century underground fashion
and makeup worlds ranging from the 60s mod era to
the 90s deathrock era. Students will learn how to work
under time constraints and collaborate and communicate with designers and photographers.

Photo Project

The Art of Gender Bending

Students are exposed to a live photoshoot where they
are time challenged with a specific theme that includes
all elements of design, including makeup, hair, wardrobe, and set decoration. Photos will be judged by industry experts.

Students will learn how to masterfully execute successful female-to-male and male-to-female gender switches. Students will perfect hair laying using ventilated
hairpieces and advanced blocking applications.

Advanced Airbrushing

Photo Project 2

This airbrushing class fully focuses on freehand design.
Students will learn advanced beauty for Western and
South Asian brides and high fashion and avant-garde
techniques. They will finish the module with a high
fashion editorial photoshoot.

Students are again exposed to a live photoshoot where
they are time-challenged with a specific theme that includes all elements of design including makeup, hair,
wardrobe, and set decoration. Photos will be judged by
industry experts.

20 HOURS

40 HOURS

20 HOURS

20 HOURS

BEAUTY
Design

BEAUTY DESIGN
8 Weeks/64 Hours

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
This program introduces you to the world of makeup
and hair. It gives you a basic understanding of what
it means to be a makeup artist. It is a great way to
find out if this is the right career for you, or if you are
just looking for some new skills for your own personal use. You will explore beauty basics, bridal trends,
high fashion looks, and hair styling in this compact
beauty course.

BEAUTY

Beauty Makeup
8 HOURS

In this makeup fundamentals course you
will understand the purpose of correcting,
foundation matching, and creating beautiful
makeup on all face shapes. You will learn how
to design makeup that complements each individual.

Bridal Makeup
This bridal course will allow you to explore the
art of innocence and beauty. You will learn how
to make your bride blossom with subtlety and
precision. It is designed to allow you to enhance natural beauty and create flawless looks
on camera and to the naked eye.

BRIDAL

12 HOURS

Hair Design

HAIR

20 HOURS

Knowledge of hair design gives you a professional
advantage as a makeup artist. Learning how to use
hair tools correctly and confidently will maximize
your time with your client. Freedom to create sleek
styles for bridal or voluminous styles for high fashion will allow you to accommodate any makeup.
You will leave the course with skills that will allow
you to create and complement the perfect makeup.

24 HOURS

Explore your creative side in this intense High Fashion
course. You will exhibit flawless foundation and strong
contouring while mastering technical lines using bold
colors. Your challenging editorial tear sheet will guide
you through your final makeup look, which will be captured by a professional photographer during an onsite
photo shoot. Create your favorite makeup and hair for
this professional photo shoot! Get creative and have
fun!

FASHION

High Fashion

BEAUTY
Makeup Artist CO-OP

BEAUTY MAKEUP ARTIST
Co-op

26 Weeks/520 Hours
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

In the Beauty Makeup Co-Op, students learn and experience practical, hands-on teaching. Students are first introduced to the
fundamentals of makeup knowledge, safety procedures and applications. They discover, practice, and understand basic skincare,
color theory, product knowledge, and correct equipment use. Students then explore basic hair styling and design for film, fashion, weddings, and special events. This naturally merges with a course in bridal where students discover the wedding industry
business and the makeup designs that go with it. Students finish with an introduction to airbrushing.

MAKEUP

The co-op is a unique opportunity for qualified students to practice and apply their skills in the beauty environment in Canada
and strengthen their language, trade, and work skills with a Canadian employer. Further, students will acquire practical knowledge of the industry and complete monthly attendance and progress reports. In order to successfully complete the program and
obtain the Beauty Makeup Artist Co-op Certificate, the student must complete the co-op term as an essential and integral part
of their program of study.

Makeup Fundamentals
120 HOURS

Successful makeup professionals build their artistic skills on a
strong foundation of technical knowledge. We put our students
on the right track from the first day with a balance of theory and
application.
You will learn about “why” we do what we do. Anatomy of the
skin and face, color theory, shape, and proportions all influence
the design of successful makeup. We learn these subjects through
study and practice, learning a concept then putting it into practice
right away.

20 HOURS

Bridal makeup is a busy, high-demand area of the makeup industry. In addition to honing of your makeup skills for many different wedding styles, you will learn a variety of business skills
for managing your career.

Hair Design

HAIR

60 HOURS

A working knowledge of hair styling and design gives you a
professional advantage as a makeup artist.
In this course you will learn the anatomy and science of hair,
how to use styling tools and products, as well as a variety of
techniques necessary to create the perfect hairstyle for your
makeup designs.

WEDDING

Wedding Makeup

20 HOURS

The high fashion world requires makeup artists to create
very precise looks to meet the vision of fashion designers
and their campaign needs.

CAREER

In this course you will learn how to successfully work in tight
time constraints with razor-edge precision to create highly
detailed looks for high fashion print campaigns.

Career Development
20 HOURS

In this course you will learn how to write a tailor-made
resume for the specific job you are seeking. You will acquire interviewing skills through role-playing and learn
how to answer interview questions with poise and confidence. The importance of networking and social media
presence will also be addressed.

20 HOURS

In this course you will learn introductory airbrush techniques
designed for beauty concentrating on flawless foundation,
contouring, and highlighting. You will discover ways to use
makeup that you never thought possible.

CO-OP Work Portion
260 HOURS

The Co-Op Beauty Makeup Certificate program will prepare you for practical co-op work experience in the beauty
industry in Canada!
You can become a freelance makeup artist doing makeup
for photo shoots, weddings, or private events. You could
also join a beauty/cosmetic counter or spa as a beauty
consultant or sales representative. You will be prepared
to do what you love the most! Whatever you choose, it
will be an incredible experience in Canada that you could
bring back to launch your professional career in your home
country.

AIRBRUSH

Airbrushing Makeup

CO-OP

FASHION

High Fashion Editorial

BEAUTY
Makeup Artist

BEAUTY MAKEUP ARTIST
13 Weeks/260 Hours

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
In the Beauty Makeup Artist program, students learn and experience practical, hands-on teaching. Students are first
introduced to the fundamentals of makeup knowledge, safety procedures, and application. They discover, practice
and understand the basic skincare, color theory, product knowledge, and correct equipment use.

MAKEUP

Students then explore hair styling and design for film, fashion, weddings, and special events. This naturally merges
with a module in bridal where students discover the wedding industry business and the makeup designs that go with
it. Students finish with an introduction to airbrushing, studying and practicing the techniques of beauty airbrushing
on the face.

Makeup Fundamentals
120 HOURS

Successful makeup professionals build their artistic skills on a
strong foundation of technical knowledge. We put our students
on the right track from the first day with a balance of theory and
application.
You will learn about “why” we do what we do. Anatomy of the skin
and face, color theory, shape, and proportions all influence the
design of a successful makeup. We learn these subjects through
study and practice, learning a concept then putting it into practice
right away.

20 HOURS

Bridal makeup is a busy, high-demand area of the makeup industry. In addition to the honing of your makeup skills for many
different wedding styles, you will learn a variety of business
skills for managing your career.

WEDDING

Wedding Makeup

Hair Design

HAIR

60 HOURS

A working knowledge of hair styling and design gives you a
professional advantage as a makeup artist.
In this course, you will learn the anatomy and science of hair,
how to use styling tools and products, as well as a variety of
techniques necessary to create the perfect hairstyle for your
makeup designs.

20 HOURS

The high fashion world requires makeup artists to create
very precise looks to meet the vision of fashion designers
and their campaign needs.

CAREER

In this course you will learn how to successfully work in tight
time constraints with razor-edge precision to create highly
detailed looks for high fashion print campaigns.

FASHION

High Fashion Editorial

Career Development
20 HOURS

In this course you will learn how to write a tailor-made
resume for the specific job you are seeking. You will acquire interviewing skills through role-playing and learn
how to answer interview questions with poise and confidence. The importance of networking and social media
presence will also be addressed.

20 HOURS

In this course you will learn introductory airbrush techniques
designed for beauty concentrating on flawless foundation,
contouring, and highlighting. You will discover ways to use
makeup that you never thought possible.

AIRBRUSH

Airbrushing Makeup

CO-OP
FASHION
&
FILM
Makeup Design

CO-OP FASHION AND FILM
Makeup Design
100 Weeks/2000 Hours

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Students are first introduced to the fundamentals of makeup knowledge, procedures, and applications. They’ll learn
hair styling and design, wedding industry principles, and
airbrush techniques. Throughout this intensive program,
students are continually challenged to bring out their artistic sides in the high fashion and makeup for photography
courses.
Students continue into stage and set, and then transition
into out-of-kit special effects including aging, bald caps, injury, and more. The Prosthetic Arts course teaches shop
work including bondo transfers, life casting, gelatin and
silicone mixing and running, as well as teeth casting. The
program finishes with first-hand experience on set in a student short film project. Short film participants will graduate with an official IMDB credit.

Makeup Fundamentals
120 HOURS

Successful makeup professionals build their artistic skills on a strong foundation of technical knowledge. We put our students on the right track from
the first day with a balance of theory and application.
You will learn about “why” we do what we do.
Anatomy of the skin and face, color theory, shape,
and proportions all influence the design of successful makeup. We learn these subjects through
study and practice, learning a concept then putting
it into practice right away.

Hair Design
60 HOURS

A working knowledge of hair styling and design
gives you a professional advantage as a makeup
artist.
In this course, you will learn the anatomy and science of hair, how to use styling tools and products,
as well as a variety of techniques necessary to create the perfect hairstyle for your makeup designs.

Wedding Makeup
20 HOURS

The wedding industry is a busy, high-demand area
of the makeup world. In addition to honing your
makeup skills for many different wedding styles,
you will learn a variety of business skills for managing your career.

High Fashion Editorial
20 HOURS

The high fashion world requires makeup artists
to create very precise looks to meet the vision of
fashion designers and their campaign needs. In
this course you will learn how to successfully work
with designers in tight time constraints with razor-edge precision to create highly detailed looks
for their high fashion print campaigns.

Career Development
40 HOURS

In this course you will learn how to write a tailor-made resume for the specific job you are seeking. You will acquire interviewing skills through
role-playing, learning to answer interview questions with poise and confidence. The importance
of networking and social media presence will also
be addressed. Professionals will give you knowledge of union memberships and industry tips.

Airbrushing Makeup
20 HOURS

In this course you will learn introductory
airbrush techniques designed for beauty, concentrating on flawless foundation,
contouring, and highlighting. You will discover ways to use makeup that you never
thought possible.

Airbrushing &
Body Makeup

Makeup & Photography
Level 1

40 HOURS

40 HOURS

In Airbrushing & Body Makeup you will use
the human body as your canvas while you
create glamorous looks and dazzling fantasies. You will learn beginner to advanced
techniques in contouring and highlighting
with emphasis on the body. You will learn
how using shields, templates, and stencils
can transform the entire body. Combine all
the techniques you’ve mastered to design
a breathtaking body paint!

Whether you’re working in fashion or film,
you need to understand how your work interacts with a camera. This course is the
beginning of your in-depth learning of
how light, cameras, makeup and post-production all fit together to create the stunning images you see in fashion magazines
or on screens of all sizes.

High Fashion Runway
20 HOURS

In this course you will be exposed to the high-pressure
world of runway makeup. Learn the ins and outs of fashion
etiquette and terminology and how you fit into this exciting industry. Discover and discuss trend prediction, different
houses of design, and famous runway makeup artists.

Photo Theory
40 HOURS

This course is designed to deepen your understanding of the
interaction between makeup and the camera.
This course is taught by a professional photographer who
will provide detailed insights into the inner workings of a
camera, how a photograph is composed, and the principles
of digital editing for photography (as used in Photoshop).

Makeup & Photography
Level 2
100 HOURS

This module puts you right in the middle of the intense energy of a magazine-style editorial photo-shoot… yours! You
will be provided with one-on-one guidance every step of the
way, from research, to designing the makeup, to creating
the complete look, to preparing for the photoshoot itself.

Makeup for Stage & Set

Special Makeup Effects Fundamentals

80 HOURS

80 HOURS

Theatrical makeup presents unique artistic challenges allowing you
to completely define a character with your brush. You will use highlight and shading to create the illusion of three-dimensional effects
as well as “sculpting” with color and sheen. Makeup for set, whether TV or film, requires a very precise and subtle touch. You will create subtle transformations suitable for high-definition filming.

Three-dimensional effects are used extensively in film and television but are seeing increased use in fashion. You will apply everything you have learned about color and shape to transition into exotic or realistic 3D effects such as cuts, scrapes, burns, and creating
aged skin.

Prosthetic Arts

CO-OP Work Portion

280 HOURS

1000 HOURS

Our prosthetic arts course is constantly being developed and updated. You will learn the science and art of constructing film quality
prosthetic effects hands-on. Everything you see, you will do.

The CO-OP is a unique opportunity for qualified students to practice
and apply their skills in the beauty environment in Canada, as well
as strengthen their language, trade, and work-related skills with a
Canadian employer. Students will also acquire practical knowledge
of the industry and complete monthly attendance and progress reports. In order to successfully complete the program and obtain
the Beauty Makeup Artist CO-OP Certificate, it is essential that the
student complete the co- op term as an integral part of their program of study.

In this course you will learn life casting, sculpting, and mold-making, prosthetic painting and application, and 3D transfers. Character
creation and development is an integral part of this course.
For your final project, you will take part in a group project to create
an in-depth character that will be shot by a professional photographer and be part of your ongoing portfolio development.

You will learn how to apply and paint bald caps, as well as lay fibre
to create realistic hair, beards, and fur.

Work Experience
40 HOURS

As a group you will take part in a production of a short film. In this course, you will be given a script to breakdown, learn to develop the characters, and design appropriate makeup.
You will attend a production meeting, be given a budget for makeup purchases, and collaborate with the Acting Department to complete a
short film that earns you an IMDB credit.

CO-OP
FILM ACTING 1

FILM ACTING 1
CO-OP

96 Weeks/1920 Hours

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
In the CO-OP Film Acting 1 Program, the student will learn to understand how to succeed in the field of acting. The program
consists of 48 weeks of training.
The student will be guided through a journey of self- exploration and given the tools to master the craft of acting. In each module, you will be prepared for the challenges of the next course ahead, every module of work intensifies and builds upon the
other. This is an inspiring and life changing Program that allows the student to experience the entire scope of acting from live
performance in the theatre to acting in film projects.
Beginning with in-depth movement, voice, text analysis and scene study classes, the students are prepared for the introduction
of the camera. In the various on-camera acting classes you will learn how best to work in today’s film and television medium,
where you will find confidence and ease in front of the camera.
In our action actor class, you will learn stunts, hand-to-hand combat and weapons training.
The student will act in film on a set and the theatre where you perform in front of a live audience. This work then leads into short
film projects designed to open the student’s creative imaginations as well as achieving IMDB credits.
The CO-OP is a unique opportunity for qualified students to practice and apply their skills in the acting environment in Canada.
Strengthen their language, trade and work related skills with a Canadian employer. Further acquire practical knowledge of the
industry and to complete monthly attendance and progress reports.
In order to successfully complete the program and obtain the CO-OP Film Acting 1 Diploma it is essential that the student complete the co-op term as an essential and integral part of their program of study.

Text Analysis

Movement, Voice & Speech

87 HOURS

90 HOURS

Text analysis is the in-depth study of script and story line to discover the significance and meaning behind the words. This course
takes actors through a step-by-step process of breaking down text
until there is a complete understanding of information available.

Movement, Voice and Speech is designed to introduce you to the
physicality of acting and the power of the voice, starting with relaxation and breathing as a means of exploring the body. You will
explore phonetic movement (ex. sound and movement), develop
awareness of rhythm and flexibility, improve balance, posture and
body alignment. An introduction to the basics of vocal training
is included, consisting of relaxation, breathing technique, body
opening, connection to sound and image, alignment resonating
areas, tone and range, speech sound, emotional connection to
text, and more.

The student will learn to break down the script into workable
units, describe the story in a sentence and pinpoint specific actions. The results of the text analysis should lead you, the actor,
towards action! You’ll bring the script to life and find the hidden
treasure of information within the play or screenplay. The result
is an understanding of dramatic structure, rhythm, form, contrast,
variation and pace.

Upon completion of this course, you’ll have a variety of ways to
physically prepare your body’s internal and external tempo, as
well as assess the strength, weakness and flexibility of your own
body. You’ll work with classmates in creative ways through physical demonstrations, follow physical impulses to full improvisational expression, and dissolve tension through deep relaxation. You’ll
be able to perform proper breathing, and connect your breathing
and sounds to image, text and emotion. You’ll explore methods of
safely creating large and small vocal sounds, establish a warm-up
routine, and explore the practical connections of your physicality
to the text.

Scene Study
243 HOURS

Scene study class. A scene is the fundamental
component of any script or play. By studying and
performing in well-written scenes, actors will learn
to analyze structure, identify objectives, play tactics, connect to themselves, connect to their scene
partner and connect to the story.
Designed as a foundation course for an actor’s
core craft‐training, this course aims to further explore and expand on students’ basic acting skills.
Areas covered include voice/body awareness and
development, script analysis, interpreting vs. creating, preparation and development of a role, improvisation, historical perspectives of the actor’s
craft and art and a comprehensive exploration of
the popular techniques and theories created by
the renowned Russian actor/director Constantin
Stanislavski.
Highlighting Stanislavski’s work as a series of guidelines, actors are encouraged to continuously work
towards higher levels of truth in performance as
well as developing the instincts required to make
rich choices in the creation of a role. Through
a combination of theory discussions and scene
study, students apply theoretical knowledge to assessed scene work. The course further introduces
some of the ideological differences that have come
about during the 100 years since Stanislavski first
introduced his techniques. In particular, the teachings of Lee Strasberg, Stella Adler, Uta Hagen and
Sanford Meisner are explored as complementary
and derivative technique systems.
This is an intensive studio class: as such all students are expected to come prepared to work in
each session. Focus is required at all times.   Respect is required at all times.   Observing your
classmates’ work during their performance time is
a learning opportunity.  Students are expected to
take notes and actively participate in each other’s
development.

On Camera Acting
90 HOURS

The student will understand basic on-set etiquette, terminology including key
crew positions, perform script analysis, receive and apply constructive criticism,
understand and execute blocking with marks while doing scene work and finding
ease in front of the camera.
The On-Camera Acting class is designed to take all the skills, ideas and concepts
that one learns in the Text Analysis, Movement, Voice and Scene Study classes
and adapts them for the camera. Other elements included are the technical elements of film acting, understanding lens sizes, marks, blocking for the camera
and more.

Action for Actors
60 HOURS

This is an introductory course to stunt performing for students interested in
learning how to develop skills and security while executing various stunts and
fighting techniques for film performance.
During this course, students will learn about safety procedures and equipment
while working with weapons such as prop guns, knives, executing different fighting styles, falling properly during action sequences etc.
You’ll learn how to overcome fear while finding physical ease and security. The
student will also gain an understanding of how action sequences are created
and filmed.

Camera Project
120 HOURS

The Camera Project takes place in the third semester and consists of an intensive group project involving choosing a script or scripts, assigning roles
and crew positions and filming the various scenes
with a HD Camera.
The Class will perform all the functions of the
filmmaking process: Producing, Acting and Filming. The aim of this Project is give the student a
well-rounded education in the many different aspects of film acting and what is involved in film
production. This will create a truly professional actor; one who understands film set etiquette.

Theatre One
150 HOURS

This class exposes the students to the group experience of a drama project in order to explore
structure and dramaturgy. You’ll develop a communal work environment and unity of ethics and
purpose. there will be theatrical productions that
will showcase your unique abilities and creative
outlook on acting. With class time to rehearse,
you will present your play to a live audience.
Further expanding and improving on your current
acting techniques, the student will understand
the dramatic structure, negotiate the authorial
intent with your creative expression, understand
how to follow direction and sustain a genuine theatrical performance.

On Camera Graduation Project
120 HOURS

On Camera Graduation Project is the ultimate film-acting test. The student will be required to use all the various disciplines in acting
learned during the first year. The student will experience the pressure and demands of a film shooting schedule, while being guided by a
film director. This class allows the actor to develop a screen presence through the understanding of the use of camera and lighting with
precision. You’ll refine your skills via critique and guidance from the director. The result is a confidence only learned by on-set experience! This film will be professionally directed, shot and edited by New Image staff. Our short film program highlights the talent of our
first year acting students, and the finished film will contribute to your final film portfolio.

CO-OP Work Portion
960 HOURS

FASHION
&
Makeup Design
FILM

FASHION AND FILM
Makeup Design
50 Weeks/1000 Hours

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Students are first introduced to the fundamentals of makeup knowledge, procedures, and applications. They learn
hair styling and design, wedding industry principles, and
airbrush techniques. Throughout this intensive program,
students are continually challenged to bring out their artistic sides in the high fashion and makeup for photography
courses.
Students continue into Stage and Set, then transition into
out-of-kit special effects including aging, bald caps, injury,
and more. The Prosthetic Arts course teaches shop work
including bondo transfers, life casting, gelatin and silicone
mixing and running, as well as teeth casting. The program
finishes with first-hand experience on set in a student
short film project. Short film participants graduate with an
official IMDB credit.

Makeup Fundamentals
120 HOURS

Successful makeup professionals build their artistic skills on a strong foundation of technical knowledge. We put our students on the right track from
the first day with a balance of theory and application.
You will learn about “why” we do what we do.
Anatomy of the skin and face, color theory, shape,
and proportions all influence the design of successful makeup. We learn these subjects through
study and practice, learning a concept then putting
it into practice right away.

Hair Design
60 HOURS

A working knowledge of hair styling and design
gives you a professional advantage as a makeup
artist.
In this course, you will learn the anatomy and science of hair, how to use styling tools and products,
as well as a variety of techniques necessary to create the perfect hairstyle for your makeup designs.

Wedding Makeup
20 HOURS

The wedding industry is a busy, high-demand area
of the makeup world. In addition to honing your
makeup skills for many different wedding styles,
you will learn a variety of business skills for managing your career.

High Fashion Editorial
20 HOURS

The high fashion world requires makeup artists
to create very precise looks to meet the vision
of fashion designers and their campaigns. In this
course you will learn how to successfully work with
designers in tight time constraints with razor-edge
precision to create highly detailed looks for their
high fashion print campaigns.

Career Development
40 HOURS

In this course you will learn how to write a tailor-made resume for the specific job you are seeking. You will acquire interviewing skills through
role-playing, learning to answer interview questions with poise and confidence. The importance
of networking and social media presence will also
be addressed. Professionals will give you knowledge of union memberships and industry tips.

Airbrushing Makeup
20 HOURS

In this course you will learn introductory
airbrush techniques designed for beauty concentrating on flawless foundation,
contouring, and highlighting. You will discover ways to use makeup that you never
thought possible.

Airbrushing &
Body Makeup

Makeup & Photography
Level 1

40 HOURS

40 HOURS

In Airbrushing and Body Makeup you will
use the human body as your canvas while
you create glamorous looks and dazzling
fantasies. You will learn beginner to advanced techniques in contouring and highlighting with emphasis on the body. You
learn to understand how using shields,
templates, and stencils can transform the
entire body. Combine all the techniques
you’ve mastered to design a breathtaking
body paint!

Whether you’re working in fashion or film,
you need to understand how your work interacts with a camera. This course is the
beginning of your in-depth learning of
how light, cameras, makeup and post-production all fit together to create the stunning images you see in fashion magazines
or on screens of all sizes.

High Fashion Runway
20 HOURS

In this course you will be exposed to the high-pressure world
of runway makeup. Learn the ins and outs of fashion etiquette, terminology, and how you fit into this exciting industry. Discover and discuss trend prediction, different houses
of design, and famous runway makeup artists.

Photo Theory
40 HOURS

This course is designed to deepen your understanding of the
interactions between makeup and the camera.
This course is taught by a professional photographer who
will provide detailed insights into the inner workings of a
camera, how a photograph is composed, and the principles
of digital editing for photography (as used in Photoshop).

Makeup & Photography
Level 2
100 HOURS

This module puts you right in the middle of the intense energy of a magazine-style editorial photo-shoot… yours! You
will be provided with one-on-one guidance every step of the
way, from research to designing the makeup, to creating the
complete look, to preparing for the photo-shoot itself.

Makeup for Stage & Set
80 HOURS

Special Makeup Effects Fundamentals
80 HOURS

Theatrical Makeup presents unique artistic challenges allowing you
to completely define a character with your brush. You will use highlight and shading to create the illusion of three-dimensional effects,
as well as ‘sculpting’ with color and sheen. Makeup for set, whether
TV or film, requires a very precise and subtle touch. You will create
subtle transformations suitable for high-definition filming.

Three-dimensional effects are used extensively in film and television but are seeing increased use in fashion. You will apply everything you have learned about color and shape to transition into exotic or realistic 3D effects such as cuts, scrapes, burns, and creating
aged skin.

Prosthetic Arts

Work Experience

280 HOURS

40 HOURS

Our prosthetic arts course is developed and constantly updated.
You will learn the science and art of constructing film quality prosthetic effects completely hands-on. Everything you see, you will do.

As a group you will take part in the production of a short film. In this
Work Experience, you will be given a script to breakdown, learn to
develop the characters, and design appropriate makeup.

In this course you will learn life-casting, sculpting and mold-making,
prosthetic painting and application, and 3D transfers. Character creation and development is an integral part of this course.

You will attend a production meeting, be given a budget for makeup purchases, and collaborate with the Acting Department to complete a short film that earns you an IMDB credit.

For your final project, you will take part in a group project to create
an in depth character that will be shot by a professional photographer and be a continuation of your ongoing portfolio development.

ou will learn how to apply and paint bald caps, as well as lay fibre to
create realistic hair, beards, and fur.

CO-OP
FILM ACTING
Conservatory

CO-OP FILM ACTING
Conservatory

129.50 Weeks/2920 Hours

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
In the Film Acting Conservatory two-year program, the student will be guided through a journey of self-exploration and given the
tools to master the craft of acting. In each module, you will be prepared for the challenges of the next course ahead and every
module of work intensifies and builds upon the other. This is an inspiring and life-changing program that allows the student to
experience the entire scope of acting from live performance in the theatre to acting in an advanced film project.
Beginning with in-depth movement, voice, text analysis, and scene study courses, students are prepared for the introduction of
the camera. In the various on-camera acting classes you will learn how best to work in today ’s film and television media where
you will find confidence and ease in front of the camera.
In our Action for Actors course, you will learn stunts, hand-to-hand combat, and weapons training.
In both years of the program, you will act in the theatre where you will perform in front of a live audience.
In the second year, the student will create their calling card for agents and casting directors: a demo reel. The student actors will
learn how to successfully audition and will have the opportunity to meet casting directors, agents and industry professionals. The
students will act in various film projects, the ultimate tests for the film actor.
The co-op is a unique opportunity for qualified students to practice and apply their skills in the acting environment in Canada as
well as strengthen their language, trade, and work-related skills with a Canadian employer. Students will also acquire practical
knowledge of the industry and complete monthly attendance and progress reports.
In order to successfully complete the program and obtain the Film Acting Conservatory Co-Op Diploma, it is essential that the
student complete the co-op term as an integral part of their program of study.

Text Analysis
87 HOURS

Text analysis is the in-depth study of script and storyline to discover the significance and meaning behind the words. This course takes actors through
a step-by-step process of breaking down text until
there is a complete understanding of information
available.
The student will learn to break down the script into
workable units, describe the story in a sentence,
and pinpoint specific actions. The results of the
text analysis should lead you, the actor, towards
action! You’ll bring the script to life and find the
hidden treasure of information within the play or
screenplay. The result is an understanding of dramatic structure, rhythm, form, contrast, variation,
and pace.

Movement, Voice & Speech
90 HOURS

Movement, Voice, and Speech is designed to introduce you to the physicality of acting and the power
of the voice, starting with relaxation and breathing as a means of exploring the body. You will explore phonetic movement (sound and movement),
develop awareness of rhythm and flexibility, and
improve balance, posture and body alignment.
An introduction to the basics of vocal training is
included, consisting of relaxation, breathing technique, body opening, connection to sound and image, alignment resonating areas, tone and range,
speech sound, emotional connection to text, and
more.
Upon completion of this course, you’ll have a variety of ways to physically prepare your body’s internal and external tempo, as well as assess the
strength, weakness, and flexibility of your own
body. You’ll work with classmates in creative ways
through physical demonstrations, follow physical
impulses to full improvisational expression, and
dissolve tension through deep relaxation. You’ll
be able to perform proper breathing and connect
your breathing and sounds to image, text, and
emotion. You’ll explore methods of safely creating
large and small vocal sounds, establish a warm-up
routine, and explore the practical connections of
your physicality to the text.

Scene Study
243 HOURS

A scene is the fundamental component of any
script or play. By studying and performing in
well-written scenes, actors will learn to analyze
structure, identify objectives, play tactics, connect
to themselves, connect to their scene partner, and
connect to the story.
Designed as a foundation course for an actor’s
core craft training, this course aims to further explore and expand on students’ basic acting skills.
Areas covered include voice/body awareness and
development, script analysis, interpreting vs. creating, preparation and development of a role, improvisation, historical perspectives of the actor’s
craft and art, and a comprehensive exploration of
the popular techniques and theories created by
the renowned Russian actor/director Constantin
Stanislavski.
Highlighting Stanislavski’s work as a series of guidelines, actors are encouraged to continuously work
towards higher levels of truth in performance as
well as to develop the instincts required to make
rich choices in the creation of a role. Through a
combination of theory discussions and scene
study, students apply theoretical knowledge to assessed scene work. The course further introduces
some of the ideological differences that have come
about during the 100 years since Stanislavski first
introduced his techniques. In particular, the teachings of Lee Strasberg, Stella Adler, Uta Hagen, and
Sanford Meisner are explored as complementary
and derivative technique systems.
This is an intensive studio class; as such, all students are expected to come prepared to work in
each session. Focus and respect are required at
all times. Observing your classmates’ work during
their performance time is a learning opportunity.
Students are expected to take notes and actively
participate in each other’s development.

On Camera Acting

Action for Actors

Camera Project

90 HOURS

60 HOURS

120 HOURS

The student will understand basic on-set
etiquette and terminology including key
crew positions, perform script analysis, receive and apply constructive criticism, understand and execute blocking with marks
while doing scene work, and find ease in
front of the camera.

This is an introductory course to stunt performing for students interested in learning
how to develop skills and security while
executing various stunts and fighting techniques for film performance.

The Camera Project takes place in the
third semester and consists of an intensive
group project involving choosing a script
or scripts, assigning roles and crew positions, and filming the various scenes with
an HD Camera.

The On-Camera Acting class is designed to
take all the skills, ideas and concepts that
one learns in the Text Analysis, Movement,
Voice, and Scene Study classes and adapts
them for the camera. Other elements included are the technical elements of film
acting, understanding lens sizes, marks,
blocking for the camera, and more.

During this course, students will learn
about safety procedures and equipment
while working with weapons such as prop
guns and knives, executing different fighting styles, falling properly during action
sequences, and more.
You’ll learn how to overcome fear while
finding physical ease and security. The
student will also gain an understanding
of how action sequences are created and
filmed.

The class will perform all the functions of
the filmmaking process: producing, acting,
and filming. The aim of this project is to
give the student a well-rounded education
in the many different aspects of film acting
and what is involved in film production.
This will create a truly professional actor,
one who understands film set etiquette.

On Camera Graduation Project
120 HOURS

The On-Camera Graduation Project is the ultimate film-acting test. The student will be required to use all the various disciplines in acting learned during the first year. The
student will experience the pressure and demands of a
film shooting schedule while being guided by a film director. This class allows the actor to develop a screen presence through the understanding of the use of camera and
lighting with precision. You’ll refine your skills via critique
and guidance from the director. The result is a confidence
learned only by on-set experience!
This film will be professionally directed, shot, and edited
by New Image staff. Our short film program highlights the
talent of our first year acting students and the finished film
will contribute to your final film portfolio.

Theatre One
150 HOURS

This class exposes the students to the group experience of
a drama project in order to explore structure and dramaturgy. You’ll develop a communal work environment and
unity of ethics and purpose. There will be theatrical productions that will showcase your unique abilities and creative outlook on acting. With class time to rehearse, you
will present your play to a live audience.
Further expanding and improving on your current acting
techniques, you will understand dramatic structure, negotiate authorial intent with your creative expression, understand how to follow direction, and sustain a genuine theatrical performance.

Theatre Two

Auditions

370 HOURS

90 HOURS

The second part of your live drama acting course will continue your
studies in structure and dramaturgy in a working ensemble environment. You will take on more complex roles in longer theatrical
productions, capitalizing on the unique gifts and abilities you’ve refined so far.

Students will learn to prepare for auditions and cold reads, as well
as camera techniques for auditioning. You’ll also learn the business
side of auditioning. The instructor will work with each student individually and guide you through the discovery of the film and television audition process. You will fully understand the audition process, when and how to talk to your agent, and how to book the job.

With class time to rehearse, students will present their parts to a
live audience in a full-length play from a top playwright. Further
expanding and improving on your acting training so far, you will
understand dramatic structure, master stage directions and deliver
riveting performances in parts large and small.

The acting student will then apply what they learned in audition
class by performing prepared audition scenes for invited casting directors and agents.

Demo Reel Development

Advanced Film Project

150 HOURS

390 HOURS

This course will provide you with a clear understanding of how to
become a confident and capable actor in front of, and behind, the
camera. Students will perform a wide range of scenes to show- case
their capabilities to appreciate the many components of film production.

In this class, acting students will work with a film director or directors, producer, director of photography, and a crew on location
as part of a professional film from New Image Entertainment. Each
acting student will get a role in the film production with an established filmmaker! Part of your experience will be filming on location, makeup, cinema camera, dollies, and all the rest of the film
production.

Upon completion of this course, you’ll have a demo reel to use as a
calling card to attract the attention of casting directors and agents.
You’ll gain an understanding of film production and filming protocol
as well as an advanced on-camera confidence.

CO-OP Work Portion
960 HOURS

Special guest instructors will mentor you during preparation for
your part, which will be demanding and intense no matter the role.
The advanced film project is designed to test the film acting conservatory student as a professional actor. Your learning outcome
will be acting in a professional film, understanding the demands of
the film director, building a character, and sustaining a consistent
performance throughout the shooting schedule. To excel as a film
actor, New Image acting students learn by doing!

FILM ACTING
Conservatory

FILM ACTING
Conservatory

81.5 Weeks/1960 Hours

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

In the Film Acting Conservatory two-year program, the student will be guided through a journey of self-exploration and given
the tools to master the craft of acting. In each module, you will be prepared for the challenges of the next course ahead as every
module of work intensifies and builds upon the other. This is an inspiring and life-changing program that allows the student to
experience the entire scope of acting, from live performance in the theatre to acting in an advanced film project. Beginning with
in-depth movement, voice, text analysis, and scene study courses, students are prepared for the introduction of the camera. In
the various on-camera acting classes you will learn how best to work in today ’s film and television media and find confidence and
ease in front of the camera. In our Action for Actors course, you will learn stunts, hand-to-hand combat, and weapons training. In
both years of the program, you will act in the theatre where you will perform in front of a live audience. In the second year, the
student will create their calling card for agents and casting directors: a demo reel. Student actors will learn how to successfully
audition and will have the opportunity to meet casting directors, agents, and industry professionals. Students will act in various
film projects, the ultimate tests for the film actor.

Text Analysis
87 HOURS

Text analysis is the in-depth study of script and
story line to discover the significance and meaning
behind the words. This course takes actors through
a step-by-step process of breaking down text until
there is a complete understanding of information
available.
The student will learn to break down the script into
workable units, describe the story in a sentence,
and pinpoint specific actions. The results of the
text analysis should lead you, the actor, towards
action! You’ll bring the script to life and find the
hidden treasure of information within the play or
screenplay. The result is an understanding of dramatic structure, rhythm, form, contrast, variation,
and pace.

Movement, Voice & Speech
90 HOURS

Movement, Voice, and Speech is designed to introduce you to the physicality of acting and the power
of the voice, starting with relaxation and breathing as a means of exploring the body. You will explore phonetic movement (sound and movement),
develop awareness of rhythm and flexibility, and
improve balance, posture and body alignment.
An introduction to the basics of vocal training is
included, consisting of relaxation, breathing technique, body opening, connection to sound and image, alignment resonating areas, tone and range,
speech sound, emotional connection to text, and
more.
Upon completion of this course, you’ll have a variety of ways to physically prepare your body’s internal and external tempo, as well as assess the
strength, weakness, and flexibility of your own
body. You’ll work with classmates in creative ways
through physical demonstrations, follow physical
impulses to full improvisational expression, and
dissolve tension through deep relaxation. You’ll
be able to perform proper breathing, and connect
your breathing and sounds to image, text, and
emotion. You’ll explore methods of safely creating
large and small vocal sounds, establish a warm-up
routine, and explore the practical connections of
your physicality to the text.

Scene Study
243 HOURS

A scene is the fundamental component of any
script or play. By studying and performing in
well-written scenes, actors will learn to analyze
structure, identify objectives, play tactics, connect
to themselves, connect to their scene partner, and
connect to the story.
Designed as a foundation course for an actor’s
core craft training, this course aims to further explore and expand on students’ basic acting skills.
Areas covered include voice/body awareness and
development, script analysis, interpreting vs. creating, preparation and development of a role, improvisation, historical perspectives of the actor’s
craft and art, and a comprehensive exploration of
the popular techniques and theories created by
the renowned Russian actor/director Constantin
Stanislavski.
Highlighting Stanislavski’s work as a series of guidelines, actors are encouraged to continuously work
towards higher levels of truth in performance as
well as to develop the instincts required to make
rich choices in the creation of a role. Through a
combination of theory discussions and scene
study, students apply theoretical knowledge to assessed scene work. The course further introduces
some of the ideological differences that have come
about during the 100 years since Stanislavski first
introduced his techniques. In particular, the teachings of Lee Strasberg, Stella Adler, Uta Hagen, and
Sanford Meisner are explored as complementary
and derivative technique systems.
This is an intensive studio class; as such, all students are expected to come prepared to work in
each session. Focus and respect are required at
all times. Observing your classmates’ work during
their performance time is a learning opportunity.
Students are expected to take notes and actively
participate in each other’s development.

On Camera
Acting Project
90 HOURS

The student will understand basic on-set
etiquette and terminology including key
crew positions, perform script analysis, receive and apply constructive criticism, understand and execute blocking with marks
while doing scene work, and find ease in
front of the camera.
The On-Camera Acting Project is designed
to take all the skills, ideas, and concepts
that one learns in the Text Analysis, Movement, Voice, and Scene Study classes and
adapts them for the camera. Other elements included are the technical elements
of film acting, understanding lens sizes,
marks, blocking for the camera, and more.

Action for Actors

Camera Project

60 HOURS

120 HOURS

This is an introductory course to stunt performing for students interested in learning
how to develop skills and security while
executing various stunts and fighting techniques for film performance.

The Camera Project takes place in the
third semester and consists of an intensive
group project involving choosing a script
or scripts, assigning roles and crew positions, and filming the various scenes with
an HD Camera.

During this course, students will learn
about safety procedures and equipment
while working with weapons such as prop
guns and knives, executing different fighting styles, falling properly during action
sequences, and more.
You’ll learn how to overcome fear while
finding physical ease and security. Students will also gain an understanding
of how action sequences are created and
filmed.

The class will perform all the functions of
the filmmaking process: producing, acting
and filming. The aim of this Project is to
give the student a well-rounded education
in the many different aspects of film acting
and what is involved in film production.
This will create a truly professional actor,
one who understands film set etiquette.

On Camera Graduation Project
120 HOURS

On-Camera Graduation Project is the ultimate film-acting
test. The student will be required to use all the various disciplines in acting learned during the first year. The student
will experience the pressure and demands of a film shooting schedule while being guided by a film director. This project allows the actor to develop a screen presence through
the understanding of the use of camera and lighting with
precision. You’ll refine your skills via critique and guidance
from the director. The result is a confidence learned only by
on-set experience!
This film will be professionally directed, shot, and edited
by New Image staff. Our short film program highlights the
talent of our first year acting students, and the finished film
will contribute to your final film portfolio.

Theatre One
150 HOURS

This class exposes the students to the group experience of
a drama project in order to explore structure and dramaturgy. You’ll develop a communal work environment and
unity of ethics and purpose. There will be theatrical productions that will showcase your unique abilities and creative outlook on acting. With class time to rehearse, you
will present your play to a live audience.
Further expanding and improving on your current acting
techniques, you will understand dramatic structure, negotiate authorial intent with your creative expression, understand how to follow direction, and sustain a genuine theatrical performance.

Theatre Two

Auditions

370 HOURS

90 HOURS

The second part of your live drama acting course will continue your
studies in structure and dramaturgy in a working ensemble environment. You will take on more complex roles in longer theatrical
productions, capitalizing on the unique gifts and abilities you’ve refined so far.

The student will learn to prepare for auditions and cold reads, as
well as camera techniques for auditioning. You’ll also learn the business side of auditioning. The instructor will work with each student
individually and guide you through the discovery of the film and
television audition process. You will fully understand the audition
process, when and how to talk to your agent, and how to book the
job.

With class time to rehearse, students will present their parts to a
live audience in a full-length play from a top playwright. Further
expanding and improving on your acting training so far, you will understand dramatic structure, master stage directions, and deliver
riveting performances in parts large and small.

The acting student will then apply what they learned in audition
class by performing prepared audition scenes for invited casting directors and agents.

Demo Reel Development

Advanced Film Project

150 HOURS

390 HOURS

This course will provide you with a clear understanding of how to
become a confident and capable actor in front of, and behind, the
camera. Students will perform a wide range of scenes to showcase
their capabilities and to appreciate the many components of film
production.

In this class, acting students will work with a film director or directors, producer, director of photography, and a crew on location
to be part of a professional film from New Image Entertainment.
Each acting student will get a role in the film production with an
established filmmaker! Part of your experience will be filming on
locations, lights, makeup, cinema camera, dollies and all the rest of
the film production.

Upon completion of this course, you’ll have a demo reel to use as a
calling card to attract the attention of casting directors and agents.
You’ll gain an understanding of film production and filming protocol
as well as an advanced on-camera confidence.

Special guest instructors will mentor you during preparation for
your part, which will be demanding and intense no matter the role.
The advanced film project is designed to test the film acting conservatory student as a professional actor. Your learning outcome
will be acting in a professional film, understanding the demands of
the film director, building a character, and sustaining a consistent
performance throughout the shooting schedule. To excel as a film
actor, New Image acting students learn by doing!

FILM ACTING
Intermediate

FILM ACTING
Intermediate
48 Weeks/960 Hours

Text Analysis
87 HOURS

Text analysis is the in-depth study of script and storyline to
discover the significance and meaning behind the words. This
course takes actors through a step-by-step process of breaking down text until there is a complete understanding of information available.
The student will learn to break down the script into workable
units, describe the story in a sentence and pinpoint specific
actions. The results of the text analysis should lead you, the
actor, towards action! You’ll bring the script to life and find
the hidden treasure of information within the play or screenplay. The result is an understanding of dramatic structure,
rhythm, form, contrast, variation, and pace.

Movement, Voice & Speech
90 HOURS

Movement, Voice, and Speech is designed to introduce you
to the physicality of acting and the power of the voice, starting with relaxation and breathing as a means of exploring
the body. You will explore phonetic movement (sound and
movement), develop awareness of rhythm and flexibility, and
improve balance, posture, and body alignment. An introduction to the basics of vocal training is included, consisting of
relaxation, breathing technique, body opening, connection
to sound and image, alignment- resonating areas, tone and
range, speech sound, emotional connection to text, and more.
Upon completion of this course, you’ll have a variety of ways
to physically prepare your body’s internal and external tempo as well as assess the strength, weakness and flexibility of
your own body. You’ll work with classmates in creative ways
through physical demonstrations, follow physical impulses to
full improvisational expression, and dissolve tension through
deep relaxation. You’ll be able to perform proper breathing,
and connect your breathing and sounds to image, text and
emotion. You’ll explore methods of safely creating large and
small vocal sounds, establish a warm-up routine, and explore
the practical connections of your physicality to the text.

Scene Study
243 HOURS

A scene is the fundamental component of any
script or play. By studying and performing in
well-written scenes, actors will learn to analyze
structure, identify objectives, play tactics, connect
to themselves, connect to their scene partner and
connect to the story.
Designed as a foundation course for an actor’s
core craft training, this course aims to further explore and expand on students’ basic acting skills.
Areas covered include voice/body awareness and
development, script analysis, interpreting vs. creating, preparation and development of a role, improvisation, historical perspectives of the actor’s
craft and art, and a comprehensive exploration of
the popular techniques and theories created by
the renowned Russian actor/director Constantin
Stanislavski.
Highlighting Stanislavski’s work as a series of guidelines, actors are encouraged to continuously work
towards higher levels of truth in performance as
well as developing the instincts required to make
rich choices in the creation of a role. Through
a combination of theory discussions and scene
study, students apply theoretical knowledge to assessed scene work. The course further introduces
some of the ideological differences that have come
about during the 100 years since Stanislavski first
introduced his techniques. In particular, the teachings of Lee Strasberg, Stella Adler, Uta Hagen, and
Sanford Meisner are explored as complementary
and derivative technique systems.
This is an intensive studio class; as such, all students are expected to come prepared to work in
each session. Focus and respect are required at
all times. Observing your classmates’ work during
their performance time is a learning opportunity.
Students are expected to take notes and actively
participate in each other’s development.

On Camera Acting
90 HOURS

The student will understand basic on-set etiquette and terminology including
key crew positions, perform script analysis, receive and apply constructive criticism, understand and execute blocking with marks while doing scene work, and
find ease in front of the camera.
The On-Camera Acting class is designed to take all the skills, ideas and concepts
that one learns in the Text Analysis, Movement, Voice and Scene Study classes
and adapt them for the camera. Other elements included are the technical elements of film acting, understanding lens sizes, marks, blocking for the camera,
and more.

Action for Actors
60 HOURS

This is an introductory course to stunt performing for students interested in
learning how to develop skills and security while executing various stunts and
fighting techniques for film performance.
During this course, students will learn about safety procedures and equipment
while working with weapons such as prop guns and knives, executing different
fighting styles, falling properly during action sequences, and more.
Students will learn how to overcome fear while finding physical ease and security. You will also gain an understanding of how action sequences are created and
filmed.

Camera Project
120 HOURS

The Camera Project takes place in the third semester and consists of an intensive group project involving choosing a script or scripts, assigning roles
and crew positions, and filming the various scenes
with an HD Camera.
The class will perform all the functions of the
filmmaking process: producing, acting and filming. The aim of this project is to give the student
a well-rounded education in the many different
aspects of film acting and what is involved in film
production. This will create a truly professional actor, one who understands film set etiquette.

On Camera Graduation
Project
120 HOURS

On-Camera Graduation Project is the ultimate
film-acting test. The student will be required to
use all of the various disciplines in acting learned
during the first year. The student will experience
the pressure and demands of a film shooting
schedule while being guided by a film director. This
class allows the actor to develop a screen presence
through the understanding of the use of camera
and lighting with precision. You’ll refine your skills
via critique and guidance from the director. The
result is a confidence only learned by on-set experience! This film will be professionally directed,
shot and edited by New Image staff. Our short film
program highlights the talent of our first year acting students, and the finished film will contribute
to your final film portfolio.

Theatre One
150 HOURS

This class exposes the students to the group experience of a drama project in order to explore structure and dramaturgy. You’ll develop
a communal work environment and unity of ethics and purpose. There will be theatrical productions that will showcase your unique
abilities and creative outlook on acting. With class time to rehearse, you will present your play to a live audience.
Further expanding and improving on your current acting techniques, you will understand the dramatic structure, be able to negotiate
the authorial intent with your creative expression, understand how to follow direction, and sustain a genuine theatrical performance.

HAIR STYLING
and Design

Hair Science
76 HOURS

HAIR STYLING
AND DESIGN

50 Weeks/1500 Hours

In this module, students will study the principles and practices of infection control
including how to safely clean and disinfect salon tools and implements. They will
learn their responsibilities as a salon professional, as well as general anatomy and
physiology.

Hair Form and Design
560 HOURS

Students are taught the elements and principles of hair design: hair types, hairstyles,
and the influence of facial shapes. Students will learn the requirements for scalp care
and the benefits of massage. Product knowledge and understanding is extensively discussed. Students are introduced to the principles of haircutting, hair tools and techniques.

Hair Colouring
212 HOURS

In this module, students learn to identify natural hair color and tone. They will
learn different types of hair color, hair formulations and hair applications. Key
questions to ask when formulating hair colours are addressed for consultation
purposes. Lighteners, toners and other special effects are discussed, as well as
unique challenges and creative solutions.

Hair Composition
166 HOURS

Composition and design are key when establishing a suitable hairstyle. Basic
knowledge in hairstyling and its artistry are discussed and mastered. Students
will learn pin curls, roller curls, comb-out techniques, hair wrapping, blow dry
styling, thermal hairstyling, and thermal hair straightening.

Makeup Fundamentals
60 HOURS

Every stylist needs to know about makeup! In this section, students will
learn basic steps in makeup application. They will learn about skincare, skin
types, color theory and makeup formulations. Students will complete a day,
evening, and glamour makeup application. Students will also study mature
and era makeup.

Esthetic Essentials
54 HOURS

Salons ad spas go hand in hand, so basic studies in nail care, eyebrow shaping,
and waxing make you that more of a necessity. This basic knowledge is essential
for any future salon owner.

Client Days
258 HOURS

These sections are designed to give students real-life salon experience. Students will
work under instruction and guidance in the beginning and eventually be confidently
working on their own.

Career Development
12 HOURS

In this module, students will learn about the salon industry. Students will learn
everything from resume writing to interview skills to social media. Guest speakers and salon owners will give insider tips while students share their dreams and
goals.

Projects
66 HOURS

These modules are designed to give students creative challenges that build their
own skills and give them a better understanding of the industry. Students will
design their own salon as well as be involved in creative photo shoots.

Master Classes
36 HOURS

Professional experienced stylists demonstrate old and new techniques
for students to learn and grow from. Advanced cutting techniques, the
latest coloring fads, the newest trends, and everything in-between will be
discussed, taught, and demonstrated.

NAIL TECHNICIAN
CO-OP

NAIL TECHNICIAN
CO-OP

40 Weeks/840 Hours

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The Nail Technician program is extensively designed for the student to be ready to work upon completion. It includes spa manicures and pedicures, including paraffin, hot oil, and hot stone massage techniques. The program also emphasizes reflexology
treatments when dealing with the feet. This ancient technique can be delivered through the fingers or with the use of warm
stones. The benefits are endless and reflexology is a great alternative healing technique used for the ultimate health of the body.
The students will then move on to artificial enhancements. This course will include tips, forms, acrylic, gel, and silk overlay. The
last portion of the program focuses on nail art and the use of all the different tools and equipment used to create masterpieces.
The student will get to explore their creative side and experiment with many different techniques that create a unique, beautifully created nail. This nail program is all a passionate student needs to succeed as a nail technician in this ever-evolving industry.

Artificial Nails

Manicures

147 HOURS

105 HOURS

The student will understand the different types of artificial nail
enhancements and application techniques, how they enhance
the look of the hand and fingers, and how to correct overly
bitten nails. The use of the electric drill is essential for sculpting and buffing, creating a perfect enhancement. Learning advanced nail art techniques allows the student to explore their
creative side.

The student will be fully competent in shaping the fingernails,
thorough cuticle work, and hand and arm massages. Students
will learn how to do a perfect polish application, ranging from
classic red polish to French tips. An understanding of hot oil, paraffin wax, and hot stone treatments will help with customizing
treatments.

Course Content: Basic chemistry, salon safety, acrylic/gel application over tips/ forms, and silk nail wraps. Also detailed
air-brushing, nail drill techniques, three dimensional acrylic art,
freehand painting, layered colored gel design, and water art.

Course Content: Manicures, professional image, client consultation, treatment room setup, sanitation and disinfection. Also sea
salt scrubs, anatomy and physiology of the hand

Pedicures

Salon Business

Career Development

105 HOURS

42 HOURS

21 HOURS

The student will be fully competent in
shaping the toenails, thorough cuticle
work, as well as foot and leg massages.
They will also learn how to apply nail polish perfectly. An understanding of reflexology will help the student understand
the benefits of stimulating certain reflex
points on the foot.

The student will have a full understanding of how to own and operate a spa
or salon. This includes managing a budget, selling services, retail, advertising,
and marketing. All of these components
are important aspects of business. Vital
self-marketing training includes formatting a perfect resume and cover letter.

The student will gain an understanding of
how to run a salon and manage a schedule. They will also learn how to up-sell
services and retail products, in addition to
gaining confidence while working on clients in a spa atmosphere.

Course Content: Pedicures, anatomy and
physiology of the foot and leg, nail disorders, skin disorders, bacteria and disease,
reflexology, and foot sea salt scrubs.

Course Content: Business ownership, income, expenses, appointment keeping,
promotions, knowledge of the features
and benefits of products and services to
maximize profit and, most importantly,
setting goals.

Practical hours working on real clients
will give the students the confidence they
need to be successful in this rapidly growing industry.

CO-OP Work Portion
420 HOURS

The CO-OP is a unique opportunity for qualified students to practice and apply their skills in the beauty environment in Canada while strengthening their language, trade and work related skills with a Canadian employer. Students will also acquire
practical knowledge of the industry and to complete monthly attendance and progress reports.
In order to successfully complete the program and obtain the Nail Technician CO-OP Diploma it is essential that the student
complete the CO-OP term as an essential and integral part of their program of study.

NAIL
TECHNICIAN

NAIL TECHNICIAN
20 Weeks/420 Hours

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The Nail Technician program is extensively designed for the student to be ready to work upon completion. It includes spa manicures and pedicures, including paraffin, hot oil, and hot stone massage techniques. The program also emphasizes reflexology
treatments when dealing with the feet. This ancient technique can be delivered through the fingers or with the use of warm
stones. The benefits are endless and reflexology is a great alternative healing technique used for the ultimate health of the body.
The students will then move on to artificial enhancements. This course will include tips, forms, acrylic, gel, and silk overlay. The
last portion of the program focuses on nail art and the use of all the different tools and equipment used to create masterpieces.
The student will get to explore their creative side and experiment with many different techniques that create a unique, beautifully created nail. This nail program is all a passionate student needs to succeed as a nail technician in this ever-evolving industry.

Artificial Nails
147 HOURS

The student will understand the different types of artificial nail enhancements and application techniques, how they enhance the look
of the hand and fingers, and how to correct overly bitten nails. The
use of the electric drill is essential for sculpting and buffing, creating a perfect enhancement. Learning advanced nail art techniques
allows the student to explore their creative side.
Course Content: Basic chemistry, salon safety, acrylic/gel application
over tips/ forms, and silk nail wraps. Also detailed air-brushing, nail
drill techniques, three dimensional acrylic art, freehand painting, layered colored gel design, and water art.

Manicures
105 HOURS

The student will be fully competent in shaping the fingernails, thorough cuticle work, and hand and arm massages. Students will learn
how to do a perfect polish application, ranging from classic red polish
to French tips. An understanding of hot oil, paraffin wax, and hot
stone treatments will help with customizing treatments.
Course Content: Manicures, professional image, client consultation, treatment room setup, sanitation and disinfection. Also sea salt
scrubs, anatomy and physiology of the hand and arm.

Pedicures
105 HOURS

The student will be fully competent in shaping the toenails, thorough cuticle work, as
well as foot and leg massages. They will also learn how to apply nail polish perfectly. An
understanding of reflexology will help the student understand the benefits of stimulating
certain reflex points on the foot.
Course Content: Pedicures, anatomy and physiology of the foot and leg, nail disorders,
skin disorders, bacteria and disease, reflexology and foot sea salt scrubs.

Salon Business
42 HOURS

The student will have a full understanding of how to own and operate a spa or salon.
This includes managing a budget, selling services, retail, advertising, and marketing. All
of these components are important aspects of business. Vital self-marketing training includes formatting a perfect resume and cover letter.
Course Content: Business ownership, income, expenses, appointment keeping, promotions, knowledge of the features and benefits of products and services to maximize profit
and, most importantly, setting goals

Career Development
21 HOURS

The student will gain an understanding of how to run a salon and manage a schedule.
They will also learn how to up-sell services and retail products, in addition to gaining confidence while working on clients in a spa atmosphere.
Practical hours working on real clients will give the students the confidence they need to
be successful in this rapidly growing industry.

SPA TECHNICIAN
Diploma CO-OP

SPA TECHNICIAN
Diploma CO-OP
94 Weeks/1974 Hours

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Our Spa Technician program encompasses all aspects of skin care, body care, and nail care. Our working student spa allows students to practice their skills in a real spa environment that gives them the confidence they will need to work on clients.
During the Skin Care module, students will learn thorough skin analysis and consultation techniques that will help them determine skin types and conditions. Students will be instructed in the use of magnifying lamps, hydradermie machines, steamers, and
high frequency machines, including anaphoresis and cataphoresis applications. Treating the skin by using the correct products
and services will allow the students to see transformations in themselves and their clients.
Students learn about the art of healing touch in the Body Care module. Starting with correct massage techniques and perfect
posture, the students will learn how to execute a well-rounded healing and relaxing treatment including relaxation, aromatherapy, pregnancy, warm stone, and cellulite massage. They will continue with hair removal, lash and brow tinting, back facials, and
body wraps.
Students transitioning into the Nail Care module learn all about correct nail care including strict sanitation protocols. They will
be fully confident with manicures and pedicures before they move into reflexology, sea salt scrubs, paraffin, and warm stone
massage. The program moves on to nail art, including gel and acrylic enhancements. This program teaches the latest techniques
in freehand brush nail art design and the use of decal accessories. The students will finish the module by learning ear piercing
and semi-permanent lash extensions.

Nail Care: Manicures

Nail Care: Pedicures

105 HOURS

105 HOURS

The student will become fully competent in shaping the fingernails,
thorough cuticle work, and hand and arm massages. Students will
learn how to do a perfect polish application, ranging from classic
red polish to French tips. An understanding of hot oil, paraffin wax,
and hot stone treatments will help with customizing treatments.

The student will become fully competent in shaping the toenails,
thorough cuticle work, as well as foot and leg massages. They will
also learn how to apply nail polish perfectly. An understanding of
reflexology will help the student understand the benefits of stimulating certain reflex points on the foot.

Course Content: Manicures, professional image, client consultation, treatment room setup, sanitation and disinfection. Also sea
salt scrubs, anatomy and physiology of the hand and arm.

Course Content: Pedicures, anatomy and physiology of the foot
and leg, nail disorders, skin disorders, bacteria and disease, reflexology, and foot sea salt scrubs.

Nail Care: Artificial Nails
147 HOURS

The student will gain an understanding of the different types of artificial nail enhancements and application techniques, how they enhance the look
of the hand and fingers, and how to correct overly
bitten nails. The use of the electric drill is essential
for sculpting and buffing, creating a perfect enhancement. Learning advanced nail art techniques
allows the student to explore their creative side.
Course Content: Basic chemistry, salon safety,
acrylic/gel application over tips/forms, silk nail
wraps. Also detailed airbrushing, nail drill techniques, three dimensional acrylic art, freehand
painting, layered colored gel design, water art.

Nail Care: Career Development
21 HOURS

Students will gain an understanding of how to run
a salon and manage a schedule. They will also learn
how to up-sell services and retail products, in addition to gaining confidence while working on clients
in a spa atmosphere. Practical hours working on
real clients will give the students the confidence
they need to be successful in this rapidly growing
industry. Students will also learn all aspects of creating a professional resume, being fully prepared
when applying for jobs, as well as learning integral
interviewing skills that will prepare them for commonly asked questions they may get from a future
employer.
Course Content: Resume writing and interviewing
skills.

Body Care: Hair Removal
63 HOURS

Learning about trichology (the scientific study of
hair) will help students fully understand the cycles
of hair growth. Students will learn many different
hair removal techniques to better cater to individual needs.
Course Content: The use of hard and soft wax on
the face and body, specialized techniques for Brazilian waxing, traditional Indian threading techniques, advanced sugaring methods, tinting eyelashes and eyebrows.

Body Care: Aromatherapy
21 HOURS

Aromatherapy is the inhalation and bodily application of essential oils. These oils come from aromatic plants and flowers to
relax, balance, or rejuvenate the body. Implementing different
essential oils into aroma wraps and massages helps the student
achieve either a rejuvenating or relaxing effect on the body.
Course Content: Aromatherapy studies, aromatherapy massage,
ear candling technique.

Body Care: Body
63 HOURS

The body may have different issues that appear within the skin.
The treatments learned in this section allow the student to recognize these issues and correctly treat them with exfoliation,
massage and wraps. The full body exfoliation is done with a dry
mitt or papaya enzyme technique that reveals softer and truly
rejuvenated skin. Mud wraps are a great way to detoxify the body
and seaweed wraps help metabolize cellulite. The student will
also learn how to give the body a perfect glow using bronzing
products.
Course Content: Body systems and how to stimulate them with
treatments and specific products. Origins of aromatherapy, seaweed, clay, and mud. Benefits of DHA when dealing with body
bronzing treatments.

Body Care: Massage
63 HOURS

Massage therapy is a great way to induce physiological and psychological responses in the body. Warm stone therapy treats the
muscles on a deeper level, allowing the heat from the rocks and
aromatherapy to soothe the mind and body. This treatment also
kick-starts the lymphatic system, which drains toxins from the tissues.
Course Content: Swedish, warm stone, aromatherapy, cellulite,
scalp and pregnancy massages are learned and practiced in the
student spa.

Body Care:
Plastic Surgery Theory
21 HOURS

Studying the many types of cosmetic surgeries and medical terminologies in this section
will help the student become aware of preand post- operative treatment. As well, students will understand how Botox and Restylane actually work in the muscle tissue. The
student will also be aware of different treatments for stretch marks and varicose veins.
Course Content: Theoretical knowledge of
popular cosmetic surgeries, common surgeries for teens, laser and microdermabrasion resurfacing, benefits of dermal fillers.

Skin Care: Basic Facial

Skin Care: Skin Analysis

84 HOURS

63 HOURS

The student will become fully confident in

Performing a thorough skin analysis and

all facial techniques including eye makeup
removal, facial cleansing, skin analysis, extractions, exfoliations, mask application,
and facial massages.

consultation will help the student confidently determine skin types and conditions. This
will allow for proper product application on
the skin for maxi- mum benefits.

Course Content: Skin care history, professional image, treatment room preparation
and disinfection control. Also relaxation,
stone, lymph, and digital pressure massages
for the face.

Course Content: Using the magnifying lamp,
woods lamp, and face mapping. Differences
between skin types and conditions as well as
identifying skin disorders and diseases.

Skin Care:
Physiology and Histology
84 HOURS

The student will develop a deep understanding of the layers of
the epidermis and dermis. This includes its minute structures,
functions, and basic knowledge of the bones and muscles of the
face and neck.
Course Content: Physiology and histology of the skin, osteology
and myology of the face and neck.

Skin Care:
Product Knowledge
42 HOURS

The students will become knowledgeable about the ingredients
found in skin care products, which will make them more confident
when educating clients on appropriate product decisions.
Course Content: Product ingredients and benefits.

Skin Care: Electrotherapy
63 HOURS

The student will have an understanding of electricity and how it
plays a role in enhancing facial treatments. The use of high frequency can help with acne and the use of galvanic currents can
help with deeper product penetration for dry skin.
Course Content: Use of electrotherapy equipment, proper application for cataphoresis and anaphoresis techniques, as well as
understanding basic chemistry and physics theories.

Salon Business
42 HOURS

The student will have a full understanding of how to own and operate a spa or salon. This includes managing a budget, selling services, retail, advertising, and marketing. All of these components
are important aspects of business. Vital self-marketing training
includes formatting a perfect resume and cover letter.
Course Content: Business ownership, income, expenses, appointment keeping, promotions, knowledge of the features and benefits of products and services to maximize profit, and most importantly, setting goals.

CO-OP Work Portion
987 HOURS

The CO-OP is a unique opportunity for qualified students to practice and apply their skills
in the beauty environment in Canada as well
as to strengthen their language, trade, and
work-related skills with a Canadian employer. Students will also acquire practical knowledge of the industry and complete monthly
attendance and progress reports.
In order to successfully complete the program and obtain the Beauty Makeup Artist
CO-OP Certificate it is essential that the student complete the CO-OP term as an integral
part of their program of study.

SPA TECHNICIAN
Diploma

SPA TECHNICIAN
Diploma

47 Weeks/987 Hours

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Our Spa Technician program encompasses all aspects of skin care, body care, and nail care. Our working student spa allows the
students to practice their skills in a real spa environment that gives them the confidence they will need to work on clients.
During the Skin Care module, students will learn thorough skin analysis and consultation techniques that will help them determine skin types and conditions. Students will be instructed in the use of magnifying lamps, hydradermie machines, steamers, and
high frequency machines, including anaphoresis and cataphoresis applications. Treating the skin by using the correct products
and services will allow the students to see transformations in themselves and their clients.
Students will learn about the art of healing touch in the Body Care module. Starting with correct massage techniques and perfect
posture, the students will learn how to execute a well-rounded healing and relaxing treatment including relaxation, aromatherapy, pregnancy, warm stone, and cellulite massage. They will continue with hair removal, lash and brow tinting, back facials, and
body wraps.
Students will transition into the Nail Care module and learn all about correct nail care including strict sanitation protocols. They
will be fully confident with manicures and pedicures before they move into reflexology, sea salt scrubs, paraffin, and warm stone
massage. The program moves on to nail art, including gel and acrylic enhancements. This program teaches the latest techniques
in freehand brush nail art design and the use of decals accessories. The students will finish the module by learning ear piercing
and semi-permanent lash extensions.

Nail Care: Manicures

Nail Care: Pedicures

105 HOURS

105 HOURS

The student will become fully competent in shaping the fingernails,
thorough cuticle work, and hand and arm massages. Students will
learn how to do a perfect polish application, ranging from classic
red polish to French tips. An understanding of hot oil, paraffin wax,
and hot stone treatments will help with customizing treatments.

The student will become fully competent in shaping the toenails,
thorough cuticle work, as well as foot and leg massages. They will
also learn how to apply nail polish perfectly. An understanding of
reflexology will help the student understand the benefits of stimulating certain reflex points on the foot.

Course Content: Manicures, professional image, client consultation, treatment room setup, sanitation and disinfection. Also sea
salt scrubs, anatomy and physiology of the hand and arm.

Course Content: Pedicures, anatomy and physiology of the foot
and leg, nail disorders, skin disorders, bacteria and disease, reflexology, and foot sea salt scrubs.

Nail Care: Artificial Nails
147 HOURS

The student will understand the different types of
artificial nail enhancements and application techniques, how they enhance the look of the hand
and fingers, and how to correct overly bitten nails.
The use of the electric drill is essential for sculpting and buffing, creating a perfect enhancement.
Learning advanced nail art techniques allows the
student to explore their creative side.
Course Content: Basic chemistry, salon safety,
acrylic/gel application over tips/forms, and silk nail
wraps. Also detailed airbrushing, nail drill techniques, three dimensional acrylic art, freehand
painting, layered colored gel design and water art.

Nail Care: Salon Business
42 HOURS

The student will have a full understanding of how
to own and operate a spa or salon. This includes
managing a budget, selling services, retail, advertising, and marketing. All of these components are
important aspects of business, including formatting a perfect resume and cover letter.
Course Content: Business ownership, income,
expenses, appointment keeping, promotions,
knowledge of the features and benefits of products and services to maximize profit and, most importantly, setting goals.

Nail Care: Career Development
21 HOURS

The student will gain an understanding of how to
run a salon and manage a schedule. They will also
learn how to up-sell services and retail products,
in addition to gaining confidence while working on
clients in a spa atmosphere. Practical hours working on real clients will give the students the confidence they need to be successful in this rapidly
growing industry. The student will also learn all
aspects of creating a professional resume, being
fully prepared when applying for jobs, as well as
learn integral interviewing skills that will prepare
them with commonly asked questions they may
get from a future employer.
Course Content: Resume writing and interviewing
skills.

Body Care: Hair Removal
63 HOURS

Learning about trichology (the scientific study of
hair) will help students fully understand the cycles
of hair growth. The student will learn many different hair removal techniques to better cater to individual needs.
Course Content: The use of hard and soft wax on
the face and body, specialized techniques for Brazilian waxing, traditional Indian threading techniques, advanced sugaring methods, and tinting
eyelashes and eyebrows.

Body Care: Aromatherapy
21 HOURS

Aromatherapy is the inhalation and bodily application of essential oils. These oils come from aromatic plants and flowers to relax, balance, or rejuvenate the body. Implementing different essential
oils into aroma wraps and massages help the student achieve either a rejuvenating or relaxing effect on the body.
Course Content: Aromatherapy studies, aromatherapy massage and ear candling technique.

Body Care: Body
63 HOURS

The body may have different issues that
appear within the skin. The treatments
learned in this section allow the student
to recognize these issues and correctly
treat them with exfoliation, massage, and
wraps. The full body exfoliation is done
with a dry mitt or papaya enzyme technique that reveals softer and truly rejuvenated skin. Mud wraps are a great way to
detoxify the body and seaweed wraps help
metabolize cellulite. The student will also
learn how to give the body a perfect glow
using bronzing products.
Course Content: Body systems and how to
stimulate these systems with treatments
and specific products. Origins of aromatherapy, seaweed, clay, and mud. The
benefits of DHA when dealing with body
bronzing treatments.

Body Care: Massage
63 HOURS

Massage therapy is a great way to induce
physiological and psychological responses
in the body. Warm stone therapy treats
the muscles on a deeper level, allowing
the heat from the rocks and aromatherapy
to soothe the mind and body. This treatment also kick-starts the lymphatic system, which drains toxins from the tissues.
Course Content: Swedish, warm stone,
aromatherapy, cellulite, scalp, and pregnancy massages are learned and practiced
in the student spa.

Body Care:
Plastic Surgery Theory
21 HOURS

Studying the many types of cosmetic surgeries and medical terminologies in this
section will help the student become
aware of pre- and post- operative treatment. As well, students will understand
how Botox and Restylane actually work
in muscle tissue. The student will also be
aware of different treatments for stretch
marks and varicose veins.
Course Content: Theoretical knowledge
of popular cosmetic surgeries, common
surgeries for teens, laser and microdermabrasion resurfacing, and benefits of dermal fillers.

Skin Care: Basic Facial
84 HOURS

The student will be fully confident in all facial techniques including eye makeup removal, facial cleansing, skin analysis,
extractions, exfoliations, mask application and facial massages.
Course Content: Skin care history, professional image, treatment room preparation and disinfection control. Also relaxation, stone, lymph, and digital pressure massages for the
face.

Skin Care: Skin Analysis
63 HOURS

Performing a thorough skin analysis and consultation will help
the student confidently determine skin types and conditions.
This will allow for proper product application on the skin for
maximum benefits.
Course Content: Using the magnifying lamp, woods lamp, and
face mapping. Differences between skin types and conditions
as well as identifying skin disorders and diseases.

Skin Care:
Physiology and Histology
84 HOURS

The student will develop a deep understanding of the layers of the epidermis
and dermis. This includes its minute structures, functions, and basic knowledge of
the bones and muscles of the face and
neck.
Course Content: Physiology and histology
of the skin, osteology and myology of the
face and neck.

Skin Care: Electrotherapy
63 HOURS

The student will have an understanding
of electricity and how it plays a role in enhancing facial treatments. The use of high
frequency can help with acne and the use
of galvanic currents can help with deeper
product penetration for dry skin.
Course Content: Use of electrotherapy
equipment, proper application for cataphoresis and anaphoresis techniques, as
well as understanding basic chemistry and
physics theories.

Skin Care:
Product Knowledge
42 HOURS

Students will become knowledgeable
about the ingredients found in skin care
products which will make them more confident when educating clients on appropriate product decisions.
Course Content: Product ingredients and
benefits.

